Abstract-Standard time series analysis estimates the power spectral density over the full frequency range, until half the sampling frequency. In several input-output identification problems, frequency selective model estimation is desirable. Processing of a time series in a subband may also be useful if observations of a stochastic process are analyzed for the presence or multiplicity of spectral peaks. If two close spectral peaks are present, a minimum number of observations is required to observe two separate narrow peaks with sufficient statistical reliability. Otherwise, with less data, a model with one single broad peak might be selected. A high order autoregressive model will always indicate the separate peaks in the power spectral density, together with many other similar details that are not significant. However, order selection among full-range models may select a model with a single peak. By using subband order selection, it is sometimes possible to detect the presence of two peaks from the same data. Therefore, spectral details can be analyzed from fewer observations with a subband analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T IMEseriesmodelingisaparametricmethodofspectralanalysis. An important advantage over the nonparametric spectralestimateswithwindowedandtaperedperiodogramsisthepossibilitytoselectautomaticallythebestmodelorderandmodeltype [1] , [2] . This selection reveals the details that are statistically significant. Moreover, the global accuracy of parametric time series spectra is always better for stochastic processes than what can be obtained with periodograms [3] . In the time domain, a time series model represents the underlying covariance function better than the usual covariance estimates, which are lagged products of the data [3] . The three model types that can be used for time series models are autoregressive (AR), moving average (MA), and combined ARMA models. All stationary stochastic processes can be characterized by AR or by MA models [4] . The parameters of the model are a parsimonious description of the covariance function and of the power spectral density [4] . AR models are more suitable for peaks in the spectrum; MA models are better for valleys. In practice, most processes can be described adequately by estimated AR( ), MA( ), orcombined ARMA( ) models of finite orders and/or . Finding the best spectral model for given stochastic observations can be accomplished with the Matlab program ARMAsel [2] that computes many models of the three types andautomaticallyselectsasinglemodeltypeandmodelorderwith statistical criteria.
The standard time series theory deals with models for the full frequency range until half the sampling frequency. The spec- tral density is symmetric around frequency zero for real signals; therefore, it is common to describe only the positive frequency part. Generally, the sampling frequency is not mentioned explicitly and it is taken to be one. Frequency selective spectral analysis is important in problems with many narrow spectral peaks at nearby frequencies. Separating the heartbeat of mother and child is a medical example. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy often analyzes absorption spectra where different chemical components produce narrow peaks in a small frequency subband [5] . The analysis of a subband of the nonparametric periodogram just suppresses the rest of the frequencies. This is possible with a band pass filter, or by analyzing only the frequency subband of interest in the windowed periodogram. The abundance of spectral details in the periodogram causes ambiguities. Some details may be statistically significant, but most are not. Using spectral windows can reduce the number of details in periodogram based spectral estimates, but windows cause bias [4] . Moreover, no automatic rule is known for the optimal choice of the type or the width of the spectral window. The same problems return in the analysis of subbands of periodograms. In standard spectral analysis with time series models, however, the choice of the best model type and the best model order can be made completely automatically [2], [3] . The question is whether the existing full range selection strategies can be extended to time series models for a subband of the frequency range. A simple time series subband model estimation method fits an AR( ) model to a subband of a periodogram [6] . This method uses the inverse Fourier transform of a subband of the periodogram as if it were a new correlation function. The AR parameters are found from that function with the Yule-Walker relations. Another approach is only applicable to the lowest frequency range, from zero to a small fraction of the sampling frequency [7] . The signal is downsampled at a lower sampling rate, which automatically reduces the highest frequency in the spectrum. If no filtering is applied, the downsampled spectrum becomes aliased while the covariance remains undistorted. It turned out that a narrow low frequency peak in the spectrum of experimental wind tunnel data was clearly found with the resampling at a reduced rate [8] . Order selection for the whole frequency range did not select a model with the peak in wind tunnel data, but order selection for only the first 1% of the frequency range showed the statistical significance of the peak. In spectroscopy, a subband decomposition approach has been used to estimate ARMA models from noisy damped responses [5] .
To evaluate the quality of subband estimation methods, it is necessary to have some objective quantitative measure that applies to a part of the frequency range. Error measures have been developed for the lowest part of the frequency range [9] , with and without taking into account the possibility of spectral aliasing. Those measures can be transformed to arbitrary parts of the frequency range. It turned out that, especially, the dedicated order selection is important for the accuracy of frequency selective models [8] .
This paper generalizes the frequency selective analysis for the lowest frequency subband [8] into the analysis of an arbitrary frequency subband. First, the spectral density of the required subband is determined as a part of the spectrum of a very high order AR model that is estimated for the whole frequency range. The subband spectrum is transformed into an equivalent subband covariance function. Then, a reduced-statistics ARMA estimator [10] uses the subband covariance to estimate a dedicated subband ARMA model. Adaptations of order selection criteria are required for a proper selection of the statistical significance of details in a subband [10] . A long AR model of the data is taken as a reference for the fit, instead of the observations. Covariance or correlation functions and long AR models of the data are interchangeable with the Yule-Walker relations and the Levinson-Durbin recursion [11] . Two examples study the possibility to detect the difference between a single and two close peaks in the spectrum by evaluating a time series model for a predefined subband of the frequency range.
II. ARMA MODELS
Time series analysis uses estimated models to compute the spectral density and the covariance function of stochastic observations. The parameters of a time series model for the data can characterize stationary stochastic observations. An ARMA( ) model is defined as [4] (
where represents a series of unknown, independent, identically distributed, zero mean white noise variables. The ARMA model describes how measured observations could be generated as a filtered white noise input signal. The model is AR for and MA for . Using as the backward shift operator, the ARMA model can be written more succinctly with polynomials of AR and of MA parameters in the form (2) with and . The polynomials and define the statistical properties of the stochastic observations. Time series analysis estimates the parameters from the observations [3] . Estimated models may have polynomials and of arbitrary orders and , not necessarily equal to and . AR and ARMA models are called stationary if all estimated roots of are inside the unit circle, with absolute value less than 1. Likewise, MA or ARMA models are called invertible if all roots of the estimated polynomial are less than 1 in absolute value. In practice, only stationary and invertible models are considered. It is a great advantage and even an indispensable property of an estimation algorithm if it can only provide such models [1] . An important property of an ARMA model is the characterization of the spectral density by the polynomials (2) with [4] ( 3) A Fourier operator replaces the backward shift operator of (2) to determine the true spectrum. Estimated spectra use the estimated and in (3) . The time series model gives also a description of the correlation structure of the data. Therefore, if the data are normally distributed, the complete joint probability density function of the observations is given by the parameters of the time series model and the variance of or . The possibly infinitely long covariance function can be calculated directly with the parameters [4] . As in (3) is a continuous variable, the inverse Fourier transform of with discrete time computer operations can only be an approximation for . However, if the parameters of and are given, it is always exact to use the standard time series formulae for the calculation of the true covariance function for a finite number of shifts [4] . Likewise, the estimated and uniquely determine the estimated covariance function. The quality of estimated models is measured with the model error ME [12] . This measure can be used in simulations where an omniscient experimenter knows the true ARMA process parameters that generated the observations with (1). The prediction error (PE) is the obvious and usual measure for the accuracy in time series analysis. It measures the fit of the previously estimated parameters in and on fresh observations from the same stochastic process, characterized by the true and . The PE is the expectation of the squared error of predicting the next observation from the previous ones, using model parameters that have not been estimated from the same observations. The ME is a scaled transform of the PE. With the estimated AR( ) polynomial and the MA parameters of , together with the true polynomials as defined in (2), the ME becomes (4) This definition of the ME includes pure AR or MA models by substituting 1 for any absent polynomial. For unbiased models, the expectation of the ME is independent of and of the variance of the signal. Only parameter values are required to compute the ME, no variances [12] . A useful result to evaluate the model quality is valid for the ME of all unbiased models that contain at least all nonzero parameters, say (5) The Cramér-Rao lower bound for the spectral accuracy of unbiased models with , expressed in the ME, equals the number of estimated parameters . It is straightforward to transform that concept of the ME to a subband of the frequency domain [8] , [9] . The subband is a fraction of the whole frequency range. It is necessary then to use only that fraction of the total sample size for the number of observations in the transform (4) from the new PE to the new ME [7] ; that will be denoted ME for the subband.
III. FREQUENCY SELECTIVE MODELING
The principle of frequency selective or subband modeling has been described [6] as: transform the frequency band between and to the interval 0-and mirror it around for the complete interval 0-2 . Use inverse Fourier transforms to compute a covariance-like function that belongs to this truncated spectrum. That covariance-like function in turn can be transformed into an AR model for the frequency subband by treating it as a true covariance function and by estimating the parameters with the Yule-Walker relations [4] , [11] . This principle has been applied before to an interval of the spectral estimate obtained with the periodogram [6] . However, that approach computed a frequency-selective AR( ) model with previously fixed . It did not consider the problem of order selection and it did not allow the computation of MA or ARMA models.
Instead of using a subband of the periodogram as the starting point, a better possibility is developed here. The new approach is completely within the area of time series analysis. It uses the fullrange spectrum calculated with a very long AR model , estimated from the data, as the basis for the frequency subband of interest. The AR model is given the fixed-order . In practice, the value is often restricted to the maximum value 2000if isgreaterthan4000,butthatisnotnecessary;ARmodels have been computed with as high as 100 000. The restriction is for computational purposes and it is justified because higher order models are selected seldom for practical data. The long AR spectrum of a subband between and is transformedto the interval 0-by the mapping . Afterwards, this is mirrored around and the subband spectrum is sampled. The sampled subband spectrum should contain at least discrete frequency points between 0 and , to make certain that no significant detail is lost in the computations. Further, the subband spectrum is inversely Fourier transformed into a covariance-like function. That covariance-like function in turn is used in the Yule-Walker relations to calculate a new long AR model for the subband between and , with . The long AR subband model is the input information for the frequency selective time series analysis. A special time series algorithm is required: the reduced statistics estimator ARMAsel_rs [10] . That algorithm uses the very long AR model to select the order for the best predicting subband AR model. With , a good intermediate AR order
for MA and for ARMA computation can be determined automatically [10] . It is two or three times plus the number of parameters that is estimated in the MA( ) or ARMA( ) models [13] . is generally much lower than . MA models of many candidate orders are computed with an improved Durbin method [14] (6) Also, the parameters of many ARMA( ) models are estimated. The value of the order varies from 2 to a high-order that depends on the order of the long AR model that is used as input for the frequency selective analysis. Using four different initial estimates for the AR parameters, estimates for the MA parameters of the ARMA model are found with the reduced statistics estimator ARMAsel_rs [10] as (7) With those MA parameters, an improved estimate for is found as (8) It remains necessary to select the best MA( ) and the best ARMA( ) order. Standard order and type selection algorithms, applied when the observations are available, use the logarithm of the residual variance with some additional penalty for every estimated parameter. The reduced statistics estimator ARMAsel_rs [9] has only the very long AR model as information. The order selection can be based on a particular interpretation of the ME in (4). The quotient can also be defined as the power gain of a new ARMA process [10] 
This ratio can be computed as of the ARMA( ) process (10) where and together define the true process characteristics, and the estimated model. In frequency-selective modeling, the true process is represented by the very long AR model in the subband frequency range. The power gain of (9) describes the fit of an estimated model to a known true process. The true process polynomials of (9) are now replaced by the estimated very long AR model . The parameters of an ARMA( ) model have been estimated with (7) and (8) by minimizing in some sense the power gain (11) The numerator of the outcome is here denoted RES of residual variance, because the model parameters have been estimated by using the difference with . Hence, the estimated parameters depend on and also on the still longer AR subband model . Thus, the power gain can be considered as a measure for the residual variance of an estimated ARMA( ) model relative to the unknown variance of . A simple computation of the ARMA power gain is found with (10) by separating the AR and MA filter operations [12] . This relative residual variance can be used in an order selection criterion that is based on the logarithm of the residual variance. The unknown input variance becomes a constant in the logarithm of , the same constant for all estimated models. Therefore, it has no influence on the minimum of the order selection criterion and it can be omitted.
The usual order selection AIC [4] uses a penalty function 2 for every estimated parameter [15] . However, the penalty factor 3 is preferred for order selection because it gives a better compromise between the bias due to underfitted models and the variance due to overfitted models [15] . The selection criterion for ARMA( ) models becomes the generalized information criterion (GIC) (12) where equals penalty three times the total number of parameters ; AR parameters, MA parameters, and an additional parameter for the subtraction of the mean of the data.
The same type of criterion (12) can also be used for selection of the order of AR or MA processes, by substituting or in (12) for and , respectively. In this way, the criterion for the MA order becomes (13) The order with the minimum value of GIC( ) is selected. For AR order selection, a similar criterion can be derived.
The reduced statistics order selection criterion has been compared to a similar criterion with penalty 3 that uses the fit to the measured data for selection. It turns out in simulations that in most occasions the same model order and the same model type are selected if both types of selection, using data or the long AR model, can be used.
IV. SIMULATIONS
In simulations, estimated models represent a predefined subband of the true spectrum. It is important that the subband is chosen a priori, independent from the data at hand. Under those circumstances, it is allowed to make reliable statistical inferences. If the interesting subband is chosen after a preliminary full range spectral estimation, there is a probability that the chosen subband might contain details that only seem interesting in the single realization of the process that is evaluated. The statistical reliability of order selection can be improved then by taking 4 or 5 for the penalty factor in (12) and (13) . In this way, some protection against subjective interference can be provided.
Using only the frequency band between and from the true spectral density, the subband transform can be used to determine a true time series model for only the selected frequency subband. Then, the definition (4) can be used to compute the ME : the quality of a model for frequency selective subband models.
A. Two Peaks With White Noise
Simulations have been carried out for an example with two close peaks at the frequencies 0.2675 and 0.2775 and white background noise. The peaks are generated as separate AR(2) processes, both with a pole at the radius 0.99. The power in the first peak is the fixed value 0.5, the power of the second peak is 1, and the power of the additive white noise is taken as the variable . [3] that used the data as input information. The vertical scaling of the spectra is rather arbitrary, such that the surface under the spectrum is normalized to the number of calculated frequencies. The true process has two peaks; the long AR spectrum is very irregular with many possible peaks and the standard ARMAsel model selected for the whole frequency range has only a single spectral peak that is statistically significant. The AR( ) spectrum is almost as irregular as the raw periodogram with roughly the same details. Both the periodogram and the AR spectrum can be considered as Fourier transforms of a correlation function that is based on the given observations. The periodogram of observations is exactly given by a MA( ) model [10] . It has statistically independent values at frequencies in the positive frequency range [4] . If the significant length of the true correlation function is less than , the higher order MA parameters that represent the periodogram will be insignificant as well as the higher order AR parameters of the AR( ) model. Therefore, the periodogram and the long AR( ) model are different representations of virtually all correlation details in the given observations and they have a similar spectral appearance.
It is possible to use a part of the periodogram to estimate subband models [6] . Periodograms use biased lagged product covariance estimates as their time domain counterpart [4] . The same biased covariances are used for the Yule-Walker method of AR estimation [11] . It has been demonstrated that Burg's AR algorithm has less bias than the Yule-Walker algorithm [1] . Often, the difference between a long AR model estimated with the Burg method and the Yule-Walker AR model or the periodogram is not noticeable as intermediate stage for a subband analysis. However, several examples can be found where a long Burg AR model of the data outperforms a periodogram or a Yule-Walker AR model [1] . This includes all examples with a large dynamic range, a large difference between the power in frequency subbands. On the contrary, it has not been possible to find examples in which the periodogram as basis is successful and the long Burg AR model is not.
Obviously, the statistical order selection criterion does not give special attention to the irregular behavior of the long AR spectrum at the peak location in Fig. 1 ; otherwise, a two-peak model would have been selected. Nevertheless, a visual inspection of the long AR spectrum might suggest a two-peak spectrum around . However, the same visual inspection might suggest a valley around and a third peak around . Hence, a visual inspection is not reliable and it would be a dubious starting point for defining the statistical significance of peaks. Therefore, an objective criterion is necessary to select the best spectral shape. The separation into two peaks is not statistically significantbetweensomanypossiblepeaks intherestofthewhole frequency range in Fig. 1 , for the given number of observations. However, it might become statistically significant if only a small part of the frequency range is investigated. Fig. 2 shows the model , estimated from a sampled subband of the spectrum of the AR data model of Fig. 1 . The range of the subband is chosen independently of the data at hand. The reason for this choice might be a special interest for the significance of peaks in a predefined small range or a closer investigation of the very low-frequency contents, like in [8] . The range of the subband is 1/8 of the full range, starting at 0.25 . Both spectral models and look similar in a visual comparison. The difference is that uses parameters to describe the spectrum in the full frequency range and uses the same number for only a subband. Using the same order for the subband representation guarantees that no information is lost in the transition to the subband, even if all estimated spectral details would be concentrated in the subband. Fig. 2 shows the true process, the spectrum of the long subband AR model and the spectrum of the selected ARMAsel_rs subband model. The selected model for the chosen subband of the frequency range has two peaks in Fig. 2 with a moderate ME while the selected model over the whole frequency range in Fig. 1 fails to detect the double peak in this realization. In the Monte Carlo simulation run of Fig. 2 , the value of ME is not very small because the estimated subband spectrum outside the peak area was rather poor in this realization. The number of observations used in the order selection criterion for a subband in the frequency domain is taken to be , the same fraction of as in the subband. In other words, the degrees of freedom in the selected frequency range determine the effective number of observations for order selection.
Assuming that the covariance of the process is shorter than or , the covariance function of the subband is also calculated over a length of or (with a maximum of 2000). As the power spectral density of the AR model is a continuous function of frequency, an arbitrary high number of samples for that subband spectrum can be defined, also for a tiny subband. This sampled spectrum is mirrored and inversely transformed into a covariance. This subband covariance in turn is used to compute an intermediate AR model
. Taking the same order here is not very important or essential; or are also good choices, generally yielding almost identical subband models in the neighborhood of the peaks. Using the same order , however, guarantees that no information is lost. Investigating a smooth subband of the full range spectrum without peaks gives flat frequency selective spectra if the order is selected for the best subband model. Peaks are only detected in a subband if they are really present. For few observations, peaks cannot be detected at all. For some more observations, subband analysis shows details that are not significant in a model for the whole frequency range. If becomes greater and greater, twin peaks become also significant in the full range selected spectral models. However, even then, the subband model will often be more accurate for the precise spectral shape.
Single realizations vary in the selected ARMAsel model type and model order for the full frequency range as well as in the ARMAsel_rs selection for the subband. Table I gives average quality results for various values of the power of the white noise, with constant power of the peaks and with a constant sample size . The true process of two peaks with additive white noise is described by an ARMA (4, 4) model. The first column shows that the average ME of the ARMAsel full range model is somewhat greater than the minimum obtainable value 8, which is the number of estimated parameters for the ME of unbiased models. The reason is that mostly the biased single-peak model is selected, causing a bias error. Looking only to the range from 0.25 until 0.3125 shows that the modified ME , computed with , has a similar value if the selected ARMAsel model is evaluated over the smaller range. The visual evaluation that the double peak is detected more often in subband analysis agrees with the numerical evidence in Table I that the subband ARMAsel_rs models have a smaller ME in the last column than the standard ARMAsel model evaluated over only the subband range. For , the true process is almost white noise and the small ME numbers indicate that always very low orders are selected. For 50, the difference between the true process and white noise is on the border of statistical significance for 1024. The expectation of the ME of the AR(0) white noise model is 7.3 for the full scale and ME is 4.9 for the subband. For such specific values of , the bias of undermodeling is comparable to the estimation costs of the model with the true process structure. Hence, the average model quality is hardly influenced by the selection of the model for 50; each low-order model would have about the same ME. Fig. 3 shows an example where the true process is an AR(50) process, obtained by truncating a process with two peaks and a parabola shaped spectral background. The peaks are the same as in the previous example; the background noise has a large dynamic range, in contrast with the white noise background of Fig. 1 . This example has been used before and it has been demonstrated that periodogram analysis is heavily biased here. The bias is mainly in the frequency range above 0.2 in this example. It varies with the realizations, but it is often more than a factor 100. Therefore, the raw periodogram is not suitable for subband analysis in this example [16] . Fig. 4 gives the subband results for a single simulation run with 1024. Sometimes, both the selected full-range model and the selected subband model show only a single peak, sometimes both show a double peak, but, mostly, the subband analysis reveals the presence of a double peak while a single-peak model is selected for the full range, like in Fig. 4 . The same conclusion can be derived from the average quality in Table II for  the sample size 1024: the best fitting model in the subband is found by analyzing only the subband.
B. Two Peaks on a Spectral Slope
The AR(50) generating process has many small true parameters. Therefore, the ARMAsel models selected for smaller values of have only a few parameters; biased underfitted models have a better fit than an estimated AR(50) model and the average ME is less than 50. The first rows of Table II have only 128 or 256 observations. Therefore, the degrees of freedom in the subband are 16 or 32, respectively, which is too few for a detailed analysis. Therefore, the fit ME of the ARMAsel model over the subband range is better than the fit ME of the specially selected subband ARMAsel_rs model. This is different for higher values of . The number of parameters of the selected full range ARMAsel model is almost always, in every Monte Carlo simulation run, higher than the number of the selected ARMAsel_rs model for the subband, for all . This shows that the higher selected orders are primarily required to model the background shape in the full range model. The lower order selected subband models, however, give a better description of the double peak.
In the example of Table II with an AR(50) process, this subband advantage comes to an end if the sample size is large enough to make the all parameters of the generating AR(50) process statistically significant. For , the selected full-range ARMAsel model was mostly of the type AR and with orders close to 50. Therefore, the ARMAsel model for the full frequency range reveals all true details and cannot be improved. Using a subband has no advantage, then. More generally, subbands have no advantages if the true process is a low order AR process with only significant parameters. However, most practical processes with additive noise have an infinite AR order and more details become significant with increasing sample size.
The two examples show that subband models detect the presence of two close peaks with fewer observations than full-range models. The numerical difference in the quality was moderate in the Tables. However, the analysis of subbands is particularly interesting with a great benefit in the quality ME if many degrees of freedom remain in a small subband with a very narrow peak. This is often the case if observations describe physical phenomena at different time scales. For wind tunnel data, much more than 100 000 observations are available. A subband of 1% of the total range has still more than 1000 of freedom. The high frequency turbulence information was disturbed by the presence of a peak at a very low frequency that has been detected in a subband analysis and missed in the full-range modeling [8] .
V. CONCLUSION
Subband time series modeling can reveal the statistical significance of spectral details, which are not significant in models selected for the whole frequency range. Statistically reliable results are obtained if the investigated subband range is chosen independent of the data at hand, with a priori information.
The method transforms a part of the full range spectrum into a long subband AR model, which is investigated further with a reduced statistics time series algorithm. The best full-range spectral estimate to be used for the subband analysis is the spectrum of a long AR model estimated from the data with Burg's AR algorithm. Parameter estimation and order and type selection for the subband model can entirely be based on that long AR model.
Very high-order AR models describe all significant spectral details, together with many spurious details and peaks, like the raw periodogram. Order selection is essential to determine a proper time series model for a subband with a small model error ME . The number of observations to be used in the order selection criterion is the subband fraction of the total number of observations .
